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crowne Plaza hotel - san donato milanese

CROWNE PLAZA MILAN LINATE
via K. adenauer 3, san donato, milano, italy Phone: +39 (0) 29 148 3658

crowne Plaza hotel milan-linate is a 4 stars hotel, conveniently located near

milan linate airport and only 7 km far from Piazza duomo in milan. its16 meeting rooms, fully equipped 

and with natural light, can host meetings and events up to 300 people. the expoPlaza with its 2300 

squares metres space is the perfect place for big events.with its 436 rooms, the two restaurants “il Buon-

gustaio” and “il Giardino”, the fitness room and the Business centre, this hotel offers perfect hospitality 

for business travelers.

TRANSIT & DRIVING

Airport
international airPort milano linate (lin)

- distance from hotel: 3.11 mi/ 5 Km east l

- From milano linateairport,take the east ring road (tangenziale est) directiontorino and exit at san 

donato milanese.You can reach the hotel also by taxi (estimated taxi charge 25.00 euro) or by our 

complimentary shuttle bus, available at scheduled times (shuttle bus stops on the first floor - dePartU-

res - exit 4).

international airPort milano malPensa (mXP)

- distance from hotel: 43.5 mi/ 70 Km north west l

- take the highway a4 - direction Bologna, and exit at tanGenziale est/BoloGna/Genova/mi-

lano centro. take the east ring roadtangenziale est and exit at san doanto/metanoPoli/via 

emilia.You can reach the hotel also by taxi (estimated taxi charge 110.00€).

international airPort oF BerGamo - orio al serio (BGY)

- distance from hotel: 34.18 mi/ 55 Km north east l

- take the highway a4 to milan, and exit at tanGenziale est/BoloGna/Genova/milano centro. 

take the east ring road tangenziale est and exit at san donato/metanoPoli/emilia.

Train
milano roGoredo FFss

-distance from hotel: 1.24 mi/ 2 Km north

Underground
san donato

- distance from hotel: 0.62 mi/ 1 Km north east

Via K. Adenauer 3, San Donato, Milano, Italy Phone: +39 (0) 29 148 3658

TRANSIT & DRIVING

Crowne Plaza hotel Milan-Linate

The ExpoPlaza 2300 squares metres space
, the fitness 

AIRPORT

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT MILANO LINATE (LIN)

available at scheduled times (Shuttle bus stops on the first floor - DEPARTURES - exit 4).
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT MILANO MALPENSA (MXP)

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OF BERGAMO - ORIO AL SERIO (BGY)

MILANO ROGOREDO FFSS

SAN DONATO


